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This document is a description of and users manual. for
a USA FORTRAN IV computer: program which evaluates
spanwise and chordwise loading distributions, lift
coefficient, pitching moment ,coefficient, and other
stability derivatives 
-for thin- wings In linearized,
steady, subsonic flow. The program is based on akernel functlon method lifting surface theory and is
applicable to a large class of planforms including
asymmetrical ones and: ones with mixed straisht and
curved edges.
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This document is a description of and users manual for
a USA FORTRAN IV computer program which evaluates
spanwise and chordwise loading distributions, lift
coefficient, pitching moment coefficient, and other
stability derivatives for thin wings in linearized,
steady, subsonic flow. The program is based on a
kernel function method lifting surface theory and is
applicable to a large class of planforms Including
asymmetrical ones and ones with mixed straight and
curved edges. This program is used in conjunction with
other, separately documented programs which (1) set up
the geometry (ref. 1), (2) set up the boundary
conditions (ref. 2), (3) determine the aerodynamic
influence matrix (ref. 3), and (4) solve a system of
linear equations (ref. 4). The aerodynamic theory is
described in ref. 5.
Questions concerning either this document or the
computer program or the associated computer programs








The normal loads program evaluates spanwise
distributions of loading, lift coefficient, pitching
moment, and center of pressure; the chordwise lifting
pressure distribution; lift, induced drag, rolling
moment, root bending moments, and pitching moment
coefficients; and vortex drag factor, spanwise centers
of pressure, and the lift on each half of the wing.
The program uses what is called command format
programming. With this type of program the user
himself controls the program flow calculating just what
he needs and in the order that he wants to calculate
It. For the most part the card data is entered in the
order that the user chooses and always in a standard
format (8F10.0 or 1615). This makes the program very
easy to use. A description of the available commands
is given in section 5.
The program has commands allowing the user to select
the spanwise and/or chordwise stations at which he
wishes to evaluate any of the various distrlbutions.
The user can choose sets of default stations (no
action required by the user) or he can enter various
types of parameters causing the program to
automatically compute sets of stations, or he can enter
tables of stations manually.
Although some data is Input from cards, the majority of
the data that the program requires is stored on two
disk or tape files: the geometry file and the solution
file.
The geometry file contains all of the geometrical data
such as the local chord distribution, the aspect ratio,
and the longltudinal reference length. This file is
created by the geometry program (ref. 1).
The other file is the solution file, which contains the
coefficients in the expression for the lifting pressure
coefficient. This file is created by the equation
solving program (ref. 4). Several sets of coefficients
may be contained on this file. For example the file
may contain sets of coefficients corresponding to (1)
angles of attack, (2) pitching about some axis (for
computing quasi-steady pitching derivatives), (3) basic
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camber and twist distribution, and (4) rolling (for
computing quasi-steady rolling derivatives).
Each set of coefficients is termed a case. The program
works with linear combinations of cases called
combinations (because induced drag, for example, is
nonlinear). The program uses a matrix of weights to
determine the combinations from the cases. The columns
of the matrix correspond to the combinations while the
rows correspond to the cases. If the default option is
chosen by the user, the weight matrix Is computed
automatically and is an identity matrix. Otherwise the
user enters the weight matrix.
3
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3 DEINUITLFU AE EELI CIENTIS
This section presents the definitions and expressionsfor the various coefficients calculated by the program.Figure 1 shows how the various geometrical quantities
referred to below are defined for a yawed wing.
PRESSURE .COFI FLCI iNT
ACP a 2(5 -Pt )/(Uo**2)
NMAX KK
* 2b/c 7 7 BNK(NK)*HN(N,O)*SIN(K*9)
N-1 K-1
where
b * the effective span (see fig. 1),
c * the local chord (a function of eta),
eta - the nondimensional spanwise variable such
that -11eta.+1,
O * -COS' 1x,
x * the nondimensional local chordwise



























CCL - overall lift coefficient
and
CAVG u average chord
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CENTER OF PRESURF DI STRI RUTION
This center of pressure Is normalized by the local






















The drag is calculated using a Trefftz plane analysis.
KK
CDI " PI*AR/4.* K*B(K)**2
K1l
VORTEX DRAG FACTOR
The vortex drag factor Is the reciprocal of the
Ideal Oswald drag efficiency factor.
VORD - PI*AR*CDI/CCL**2
- 1 + 2*(B(2)/BC1))**2
+ 3*(B(3)/B(1))**2
+ 4*(B(4)/B(1))**2 + ..
ROLLING MOMENT








RIGHT ROOT BENDLING MOMENT
CMBP * the nondimensional moment required to
hold the portion of the wing on eta2Oin equilibrium.








LEFT ROT ROT BENDI.NG MMENT
CMBM = the nondimensional moment required













LIFT _N RIGHT SIDE OF WIG







LIFT ON LEFT SIDE OF WING







LATERAL CENTER OF PRESSURE OF THE RIGHT HALF
CPP - The spanwise center of pressure of the




LATERAL CENTER OF PRSSURES OF THE LEFT HALF
CPM * The spanwise center of pressure of the




CMP * -1.I(S*CBAR) f Cp*X*dS
WING
where
CBAR * The reference chord,
and
X - the dimensional chordwise coordinate.
= xsi:bL2 (see fig. 1)
Although the above Integral can be evaluated
analytically in the ,chordwise direction, it can
not be analytically. evaluated spanwise. The
spanwise integration is done using SUBROUTINE
INTGRT. To allow the. user to assess the
convergence this integration is done repeatedly
with more and:more points. The maximum number of
points used is the minlmum of JJMAX and JJ. JJMAX
is the maximum number of available integration
points and is read from the geometry file while JJ
is a number entered by the user.
CHORDWISE CENTER OF PRESSURE






4.1 INITIAL SETUP FOR AMES' TSS SYSTEM
For either batch or conversational processing the
following TSS commands must be given. These commands
are required once and only once for each user ID. The
first three commands create the identification number






4.2 CONVERSATIONAL USE ON AMES' TSS SYSTEM
All integer data should be entered in a 1615
format, all floating point data in 8F10.0
format, and all logical data in 10L1 format.




It is not necessary to issue DDEFs for anything
except the input data since the program




USER: Enter carriage return for conversational mode.
PROG: ENTER ODISK (NEG. HALTS )
USER: For terminal output enter carriage return. For
output to a disk file enter a positive non-zero
number less than 10. Such a disk file will be
referred to as the output file. For the AMES'
TSS system the output will be found on the file
named OUTPUT.FOR.N[ where X is the numerical
11
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value of ODISK. The program issues its own DDEF
commands so no control cards are needed. The
value entered must be different from previous
values for which the corresponding output
datasets have not yet been printed. The program
uses logical unit 4 for this output. If a
negative value is entered, the program will
terminate.
PROG: ENTER ID1,ID2,ID3OID4
USER: Enter identification numbers
ID1 Identification number of the geometry file
from which the AIM and BC files have been
derived.
ID2 Identification number of AIM file.
ID3 Identification number of the boundary
condition file.
ID4 Identification number of the solution file.
PROG: ENTER COMBINATION CODE
USER: Enter combination code (LCOMB) to define a new
set of weights as described below. If the
output is being placed on an output file (i.e.
1IODISK 9), then the weight matrix will be
printed on the output file.
If LCOMB>O, then LCOMB equals the number of
combinations and the weights of each combination
must be entered by the user, This data Is
prompted for and entered In the following
fashion:
PROG: COMBINATION 1
PROG: ENTER WEIGHTS OF FIRST NSYM CASES
USER: Enter the set of weights. During
execution the actual value of NSYM, which
is the number of symmetric cases on the
solution file, is Inserted in the above
message. After the above message is
12
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given the user should enter the NSYM
weights corresponding to the symmetric
cases of combination 1.
PROG: ENTER WEIGHTS OF LAST NASYM CASES
USER: During execution the actual value of
NASYM, which Is the number of
antisymmetric cases on the solution file,
is Inserted in the above message. After
the above message is given the user
should enter the NASYM weights
corresponding to the antisymmetric cases
of combination 1.
PROG: COMBINATION 2
PROG: ENTER WEIGHTS OF FIRST NSYM CASES
USER: Continue entering weights as above until
the weights of all the combinations have
been entered.
If LCOMB=0O, then the number of combinations
equals the number of cases (solutions) and each
solution with a factor of 1.0 is treated as a
combination, i.e., the weight matrix will be
automatically computed as an identity matrix.
If LCOMB=-1, then the number of combinations
equals the number of symmetric cases and each
symmetric solution with a factor of 1.0 is
treated as a combination, i.e., the weight
matrix is an identity matrix with the last NASYM
diagonal elements set to zero.
If LCOMB=-2, then the number of combinations
equals the number of antisymmetric cases and
each antisymmetric solution with a factor of 1.0
is treated as a combination, i.e. the weight
matrix is an identity matrix with the first NSYM
diagonal elements set to zero.
If LCOMB -3, then the current set of weights
will be used. Do not enter -3 unless a set of




USER: At this point the user must begin entering
commands. After each command he will be
prompted for supplemental Input or with another
+ sign indicating that he should enter another
command. A full description of the commands is
given in section 5. After a NEW or KNEW command
the next input will be ODISK followed by ID1,
ID2, ID3, and ID4 followed (for the NEW command)
by LCOMB followed by more commands.
4.3 AMES' TSS BATCH JOBS
The batch mode operates the same as the conversational
mode with the sole exception that a "T" must be put In
column 1 on the first card. This a"T" suppresses all
subsequent conversational prompts.
4.4 OTHER COMPUTERS
Remove all calls to GEMFIL, BNKFIL, OBEY, and CVRT in
the main program and SUBROUTINE SBLOAD and use
appropriate tape or disk control cards in their place.
These, hopefully, are the only changes that need to be
made since considerable effort was made to code the
program in standard FORTRAN. Then follow the





A description of the commands, which control the flow
of the program, is given in this section. In all cases
the first three letters of a command are sufficient
input. All Integer data should be entered in a 1615
format and all floating point data in 8F10.0 format.
The input, if any, associated with each command is to
be entered on the following line in conversational
processing and in batch processing is to be on cards
immediately following the command card. Any input
required is prompted. for in the conversational mode.
The same command may occur more than once. This is
useful in correcting data entered in error.
The commands which are the most basic and useful are:
SPANLOADS, which causes the program to compute and
print the span loading information; NETLOADS, which
causes the program to compute and print the overall
force and moment data; PRESSURE, which causes the
program to compute and print pressure coefficient
distributions; NEW or KNEW, which cause the program to
start a new case; and STOP, which terminates execution.
These and all the other commands are fully explained
below:
CONTINUE
EFFECT: Causes the program to continue execution In
the batch mode even if an invalid command is
encountered.
INPUT: NTYPE plus other Input which varies with
NTYPE. Valid values for NTYPE are 0, 1, 2, 3,
and 5.
EFFECT: Defines spanwise (ETA) stations at which the
chordwise pressure distributions will be
computed and printed following a PRESSURE
command. If this command is not given, the
spanwise control points on the geometry file
will be used. This command allows a direct
comparison to be made with other theories
and/or experimental data. The input required
15
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for the various values of NTYPE and the
spanwise stations defined thereby are given
below:
INPUT FOR.NTYPE-O: NONE
The following type of stations are
prepared:
ETA-COS(I*PI/(MREF+1)) for I-1,MM.
MREF comes from the solution file. The
equation solving program transferred this
number from the influence matrix file.
The influence matrix program obtains this
number either from the geometry file or
as user Input after the MREF command. If
obtained from the geometry file, MREF
will be equal to the geometry program
variable NN.
INPUT FOR NTYPEm1: NQ
The following type of stations are
prepared:
ETA-COS(I*PI/(JJMAX+1)) for I-NQ,JJMAX,NQ
In the conversational mode the program
prompts the user for the value of NQ.
The maximum allowable value for NQ Is
equal to the value of NDIM3 In SUBROUTINE
SBLOAD. Currently NDIM3-47. JJMAX is
the number of spanwise stations at which
the wing data is given. JJMAX is read
from the geometry file.
INPUT FOR NTYPE-2: NSTA
The following type of stations are
prepared:
ETAnCOS(i*PIC/NSTA+1)) for 1-1,NSTA.
In the conversational mode the program
prompts the user for the value of NSTA.
The maximum allowable value for NSTA is
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equal to the value of NDIM3 in SUBROUTINE
SBLOAD. Currently NDIM3=47.
INPUT FOR NTYPE=3: a table of spanwise (ETA)
stations
In the conversational mode the program
prompts the user to enter the table.
This table is to be entered one value per
line or card. Values entered need not be
in any particular order. The last entry
must be followed by a line or card
containing a number greater than 1.0 in
order to signal the end of the table to
the program. The allowable number of
entries including the value greater than
1.0 is equal to the value of NDIM3 in
SUBROUTINE SBLOAD. Currently NDIM3=47.
INPUT FOR NTYPE=5: ETMIN,ETMAX,DETA




ETMAX and DETA have default values. The
default for DETA is ETMIN, while the
default for ETMAX is 1.0. The user must
insure that no more than NDIM3 stations
are defined in this way. NDIM3 is a
variable in SUBROUTINE SBLOAD and
currently is equal to 47.
ETAS
INPUT: Same as for =.E command
EFFECT: Defines spanwise (ETA) stations at which the
various spanwise loading distributions will be
computed and printed following a SPANLOADS
command. If this command Is not given, the
spanwise control points on the geometry file
will be used. This command allows a direct
comparison to be made with other theories
and/or experimental data. Follow the
17
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instructions for the ECP command with the
exception that the maximum number of stations
Is determined by NDIM1 In SUBROUTINE SBLOAD.
Currently NDIM1=200.
EFFECT: Performs the same function as NIE (see below)
with the exception that the current stations
for pressures and spanloads are retained.
NETLOAD.
INPUT: JJ,NOUT
EFFECT: Computes' and prints the following overall
results: CCL (lift coefficient), CMP (pitch
moment), CMR (roll moment), left and right
root bending moments, left and right lifts,
left and right centers of pressure, CDI, and
the vortex drag factor. JJ is the maximum
number of points to use in integrating for the
pitching moment. The default for JJ is JJMAX,
which comes from the geometry file. If JJ
exceeds JJMAX the program will use only up to
JJMAX points. NOUT is the output level for
subroutine INTGRT (see listing). NOUT=0 Is
the usual choice.
EFFECT: Starts a new case. After this command is
given the program returns to the point at
which ODISK is requested (section 4.2). The
value entered for ODISK must be different from
previous values for which the corresponding
output datasets have not been printed.
Subsequently ID1, ID2, ID3, and ID4 are
requested. Then, after the user enters the
new set of identification numbers, the program
reads a new solution file and, if necessary, a
new geometry file and resets the spanwise
stations at which the spanwise loading
distributions are calculated and the spanwise
and chordwise stations at which the lifting
pressure distribution is calculated. Then the
program requests the combination code (LCOMB)
18
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and, if LCOMB>O, a new set of weights as
described in section 4.2. Following this the
program is in the command mode again.
PRESSURE
EFFECT: Computes and prints the lifting pressures at
the chordwise locations defined by the XE
command and at the spanwise locations defined
by the EC command. If the XCP or ECP
commands have not been given, then the
chordwise and spanwise stations used will be
the spanwise control points.
PWEILGTS
INPUT: NONE
EFFECT: Prints the current. weights matrix on the
user's terminal. This command is generally
only used in the conversational mode.
SPARLQADS
EFFECT: Prints the loading distributions at the
spanwise stations defined by the ETAS command.
If the ETAS command has not been given, then
the spanwise control points will be used.
EFFECT: Halts execution.
INPUT: A TSS command of 80 characters or less.
EFFECT: The command is passed to the AMES' TSS
operating system. After the system processes
the command, control returns to the program.
This command is a special one for the AMES'
TSS version of the program.
WEIGRTS
INPUT: LCOMB and, if LCOMB>O, a new set of weights.
19
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EFFECT: Allows the user to define a new set of weights
in the same manner as when starting a new case
(see section 4.2).
INPUT: NTYPE plus other input which varies with NTYPE
EFFECT: NTYPE defines the chordwlse (x) stations at
which the lifting pressures will be computed
following a PRESSURE command. The quantity x
is the local chordwise variable such that
-lx.+1. If this command is not given, the
stations will be identical to the spanwlse
control points on the geometry file (using the
correspondence x-eta). This command allows a
direct comparison to be made with other
theories and/or experimental data. The input
required for the various values of NTYPE and
the chordwise stations defined thereby are
given below:
INPUT FOR NTYPE-O: NONE
The following type of stations are
prepared:
xaCOS(i*PI/(MREF+1)) for I-1,MM.
MREF comes from the solution file. The
equation solving program transferred this
number from the influence matrix file.
The influence matrix program obtains this
number either from the geometry file or
as user input after the MREF command. If
obtained from the geometry file, MREF
will be equal to the geometry program
variable NN.
INPUT FOR NTYPE-1: NQ
The following type of stations are
prepared:
x-COS(I*PI/(JJMAX+1)) for i-NQJJMAXNQ.
In the conversational mode the program
20
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prompts the user for the value of NQ.
The maximum allowable value for NQ Is
equal to the value of NDIM2 in SUBROUTINE
SBLOAD. Currently NDIM2n100. JJMAX Is
the number of spanwise stations at which
the wing data is given. JJMAX Is read
from the geometry file.
INPUT FOR NTYPE-2: NSTA
The following type of stations are
prepared:
x-COSCI*PI/(NSTA+1)) for i=1,NSTA.
In the conversational mode the program
prompts the user for the value of NSTA.
The maximum allowable value for NSTA is
equal to the value of NDIM2 in SUBROUTINE
SBLOAD. Currently NDIM2a100.
INPUT FOR NTYPE=3: table of values of x
In the conversational mode the program
prompts the user to enter the table.
This table is to be entered one value per
line or card. Values entered need not be
in any particular order. The last entry
must be followed by a line or card
containing a number greater than 1.0 in
order to signal the end of the table to
the program. The allowable number of
entries Including the value greater than
1.0 is equal to the value of NDIM2 in
SUBROUTINE SBLOAD. Currently NDIM2-100.
INPUT FOR NTYPE-=: table of values of CHI
(CHI=(x+l)/2.)
In the conversational mode the program
prompts the user to enter the table.
This table Is to be entered one value per
line or card. Values entered need not be
in any particular order. The last entry
must be followed by a line or card
containing a number greater than 1.0 in
order to signal the end of the table to
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the program. The allowable number of
entries including the value greater than
1.0 is equal to the value of NDIM2 In
SUBROUTINE SBLOAD. Currently NDIM2u100.
INPUT FOR NTYPE-5: XMINOXMAXDX
The following type of stations are
prepared:
x-XMIN,XMIN+DXXMIN+2*DX, ... 0 XMAX.
XMAX and DX have default values. The
default for XMAX Is 1.0, while the
default for DX is XMIN-(-1.). The user
must insure that no more than NDIM2
statlons are defined in this way. NDIM2
Is a variable in SUBROUTINE SBLOAD and
currently is equal to 100.
22
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6 AMPLE IERM LUAL SESSLON
A sample conversational terminal session on the Ames'
360/67 TSS computer system is reproduced in this
section with additional comments added in parentheses.
During this session the 5 sets of solutions obtained in
the sample case of the equation solving program (ref.
4) were utilized. These sets of solutions were for an
aspect ratio 2. rectangular wing and differed from one
another only in the number of control points and/or
pressure modes used.
The first set (ID4*15) was first used to illustrate the
simplest treatment, i.e., only the NETLOADS and
SPANLOADS commands. The default weight matrix and
default spanwise stations (the spanwise control points)
were used. Next the use of the WEIGHTS command is
illustrated. Then the chordwise and spanwise stations
for the lifting pressure distribution were set up and
the pressure distribution obtained. These stations
were chosen to be identical to the stations used In
ref. 6 so that a direct comparison among the 4 theories
could be made. Then the spanwise stations used in ref.
6 for the spanwise load distributions were set up (NSTA
= 15 * the number of spanwise control points used in
ref. 6) and the spanwise loading was obtained. This is
all that was done with the first solution set.
For the remaining 4 solution sets the various stations
existing at the end of the first solution set and the
weights matrix were retained (using the KNEW command
and LCOMB=-3) in order to facilitate a direct
comparison among the sets of results obtained using the
author's computer programs and those obtained in ref.
6. For each of these sets net loads, span load
distributions, and pressures were obtained.
The output from the following test run was directed to












ENTER ODISK (NEG. HALTS )
1
OUTPUT IS ON OUTPUT.FOR.N1
CANCELLED: DDNAME FT04F001 UNKNOWN
(Messages such as the above occur because of the
automatic file defining feature of the Ames' version.
They do not Indicate any error.)
ENTER ID1,D2,1D3,ID4
4 2 9 15
CANCELLED: DDNAME FT07F001 UNKNOWN














ENTER WEIGHTS OF FIRST 2 CASES
1. 1.










































ENTER WEIGHTS OF FIRST 2 CASES
1.














ENTER ODISK (NEG.HALTS )
2
OUTPUT IS ON OUTPUT.FOR.N2
ENTER ID1,ID2,ID3,1D4









ENTER ODISK (NEG.HALTS )
OUTPUT IS ON OUTPUT.FOR.N3
ENTER ID1,ID2,ID3,ID4









ENTER ODISK (NEG.HALTS )
OUTPUT IS ON OUTPUT.FOR.N4
ENTER ID1,ID2,1D3, 1 D4












ENTER ODISK (NEG.HALTS )
5
OUTPUT IS ON OUTPUT.FOR.N5
ENTER ID1,ID2,ID3,ID4














PRINT BSN-9132, 200 LINES
PRINT OUTPUT.FOR.N2,PRTSP=EDITSTATION=RMTOS
PRINT BSN=9133 100 LINES
PRINT OUTPUT.FOR.N3,PRTSP-EDITSTATIONRMTOS5
PRINT BSN=9134, 100 LINES
PRINT OUTPUT.FOR.N4,PRTSP=EDIT,STATION=RMT05
PRINT BSN=9135, 100 LINES
PRINT OUTPUT.FOR.NSPRTSP.EDITSTATION=RMTOS
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bg. 1 - Def on of eometrcal arameters
Fig. 1 - Definition of geometrical parameters.
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MACH - O' ,00
(B/2)/BREF = 1,0000
CBAR/BREF a I 0000











VORTEX DRAG FACTOR g 1,000646
ROLLING MOMENT M/(b*S**BSREF) a 0,000000
RIGHT ROOT RENDING MOMENT MBR/(G*S*BREF) a 0,529675
LEFT ROOT BENDING MOMENT MBL/(GOS*BRF) a 0,529675
LIFT ON ETA,GT'0 a 1,237088
LIFT ONQETA LTP 0 -a 1,237088
CENTER OF PAESIURF OF RIGHT HALF, YtBRFF O '428163
CENTER OF PRESSURE OF LEFT HALF, Y/BPFF o m0,428163
PITCHING MOMENT ABOUT X a A AND CENTER OF PRESSURE
J CM/(G*S*CBAR) X(CP,)/CBAR
I1t 0 ,5185t 0,209426
13 .0Ost1iiT o aoq0uZb
47 "0 518157 0 209426




INDUCED DRAG = 0,610638
VORTEX DRAG FACTOR i,002557
ROLLING MOMENT M/(Q*S*2*PAEF) a 0,000000
RIGHT ROOT RENDING MOMENT MRR/(Q*S*RRFF) a 0,422256
LEFT ROOT RENDING MOMENT MRL/(Q*S*BREF) a 0,422256
LIFT ON ETA, GT 0 a 0,978132
LIFT ON ETALT.0 0 0,978132
CENTER OF PRESSURE OF RIGHT HALF, Y/BREF = 0.431697
CENTER OF PRESSURE OF LFFT HALF, Y/BRFF = -0,J31697









INDUCED DRAG 2 0,183247
ROLLING MOMENT M/(O*S*2*RREF = 0,189680
RIGHT ROOT BENDING MOMENT MBR/(Q*S*RPEF) a 0,189680
LEFT ROOT SENDING MOMENT MBL/(Q*S*BPEF) a -0,189680
LIFT ON ETA,GT1 a 0,321319
LIFT ON ETALT,0 u .0,321319
CENTER OF PRESSURE OF RIGHT HALF, Y/BREF a 0,590318
CENTER OF PRESSURE OF LEFT HALF, Y/BREF a .40590118







ETA CL*C/2 CL CL*C/CCL*CAVG 2CMt(/4)C/9 C.P,1/4)
COMBINATION
=.V ****. wommaw
0,965926 0 211735 08469i O'342312 0067269 o0,079260, 8b66025 0 405291 1,621162 0 655?33 0.105695 
-090651970,707107 0 565220 2,260880 0 913655791 0,105695 
.0,0509360;500000 0 682165 2p728661 I 102856 0 106477 05039022S258819 0 752953 3009970 1 216550 0 97121 .0,0322660000000 0 775844 3,103375 1 254306 0.093296 0,030063
COMBINATION
0965926 0' 175510 ,702039 0 358867 
.0,109422 0,1558630,8b602S 08 62990 1, 19633 0,674568 90,196098 0,1486010,707107 0'2057O 1,.80829 0,924361 
-0.25870 0,1414980,50000 00 5 3 8 3 3 7  2,153348 1 1007413 0.292650 0,1359070,258819 0 589050 2.356199 1 o20437 0,311984 0,132510
0:000000 0 605716 2,422864 1.238515 *0.317951 0,131230
COMrNATION 3
0,9659?6 O'?16O8 0,4861431 
.OOo0o 0,066301 
.0,1363010 86602S 0'21025 0,841018 
.,000000 O 099890 
-091187730,707107 0p 241649 0,966596 "0000000 0,096968 0001003190:50000 0 208073 0,8 293 0,000000 007147 0,088440p258819 0 119579 0,478316 00,000000 0,016796 




ETA CL*ClZ CL CL*C/CCL*CAVG 2CMtl/4)C/8 CP,(1/4)
COMBINATION
0965926 0 '08853 2'035412 o'a 5015 0'024149 .0,011864
0,866025 0 945453 3,781812 0 853597 0,00986 .0,00A508
0,707107 1 258936 5,035744 1 136623 0,1005031 0,008942
0,500000 1 428568 5,714272 1,289774 .0,114729 0,020078
0,258819 1461112 5,844448 1 319157 .0,178067 0,030468
0.000000 1 381555 5,526218 1 247328 *0,224656 0:040653
.0,2588t 1 221951 4,887802 1 103230 .0,251658 0,051487
00,500000 1 012422 4,049686 0 914059 e0,257624 0,063616
.0,707107 0 775645 3, 02578 0 700287 10,238967 0,077022
e0,866025 0 52494u4 ?099776 0 473943 w0,190293 0,090626
oQO965926 0 265637 1,062547 0,239829 .0,108454 0,102069
COMBINATION
CLU 4,430435
INDUCED DRAG u 3,311415
VORTEX DRAG FACTOR ; 1,059986
ROLLING MOMENT M/(Q*S*p*RFF) 0,189680
RIGHT ROOT BENDING MOMENT M8R/C(*S*BRFF) a 1,141611
LEFT ROOT RENDING MOMENT MRL/(G8SA8RFF) a 0,762251
LIFT ON ETA,GT,0 a 2,536537
LIFT ON ETALT,0 x 1,893900
CENTER OF PRESSURE OF RIGHT HALF, Y/BPFF = 01450067
CENTER OF PRESSURE OF LFFT HALF, Y/RREF = .0,402477












.0975000 0 012500 19 775360
.0950000 0 025000 13 79861
-01900000 0 050000 9 4982?7
.0.800000 0 100000 6 356733
-0,700000 0 150000 90437
0.b600000 0 200000 4 006256
0,000000 o0 300000 2 894391
.0,200000 0 400000 2,198984
"0000000 0 500000 1 7060870 200000 0 600000 1 3?87210 400000 0 700000 1 0o091p
0600000 0 800000 0 7511480,800000 0 900000 0 485080
0900000 0 950000 0 329260
ETA 0.382700
CHI DELTAoCP
.0,990000 0 005000 30 069534
.0,975000 0 012500 18 851593
.0,950000 0 025000 13 135118
.0,900000 o 050000 9 014387
W0,800000 0 100000 5 994587
.0,7000 0 150000 4 54013
.0,600000 0 200000 3 7?7465
0,.00o00 0 300000 2 658195
.0,200000 0 400000 1 997470
.0 000000 0 500000 1 537664
O 200000 0 600000 1 192542
0 400000 0 700000 0 91531?
0 600000 0 800000 0 673715
0d800000 0 900000 0. 34571




-0,9750 0 0  0 012500 15 983688
*0,950000 0 025000 11 039835
0,900000 0 050000 7 449440
90,800000 0 100000 4 800804
.0,700000 0 150000 3 577179
.0,600000 0 200000 2 ,831459
90,00000 0 300000 1 941271
.0,200000 0 400000 1 421081
0.0000000 0 500000 1 078485
0 200000 0 600000 0 832476
o 00000 0 7 00000 0 639926
0 600000 0 800000 0 472996
0 800000 0 900000 0 306167
0.900000 0:950000 0 207428
f900TU6o* 96216O*0 90't"Sj"I siAfiOIl Oftqi t~~ 0 000000 0
961O9 L06' Owofie'l 6990'i06i L42i0 00siI
19Osto~O Oftot 0 M94 PI~ MZL 10 C99?9 0
117tI"Oe0 S1761901 0 OSS?90 I O9f69 4i Iiqo oss
99ooao LfI10 16iI6o OW9O'262 0U5s9s0 L0tLOL 0
E 9'696001140 ~ LL O 929S61'1 Lobo""? 0 01"i'e 0
TItO0' 6?900 tbht7OS 0 O9,L0261 999~1 0 ei26 0 S~ 0 ~ Obi S ', 0 IfY~ 
1  0wi' i 0 O6S Oge ~
SVas 
.i m mn * m
0O'~~o000660 0000
LS9L21 ~0 000006 0 000009 0
:::VO O 00 00 0o~~ 0000 0900
W6OOOO 000 01 o 0000 0 9 $0
2b700000 0 0000 00 0
ObtbS, 00000S 0 000000 g
00000 0 000002,04.
19V?1b 0000T0 00bu
L9617H 1 000002 0 000009806
DiQO1 I O0st 0 000oO04
6l~i 2000001 o 000009006
Iq i17 000050 0 00000blOm
6916S0 ii. 00OS20 0 00000
EEShIL 4 0 00fizi0 0 00OSWe0O
t?6L9LLLt 000s00o 00006610o
006f?6 -0 1
LOADS ON TH4IN# LIFTING WlNg




















CBAR#BREF a 2' 0000







INDUCED DRAG 5 0,972838
VORTEX DRAG FACTOR * 1,000648
ROLLING MOMENT M/(S*,*PREF) 0,000000
RIGwT ROOT BENDING MOMENT MBR/(Q*S*BREF) a 0,529120
LEFT ROOT BENDING MOMENT MPL/(Q*S*BREF) a 0,529120
LIFT ON ETA,GT~ 0 1,235776
LIFT ON ETA LT,0 * 1,235776
CENTER OF PRESSURE OF RIGHT HALF, YV/PEF c 0.428168
CENTFR OF PRESSURE OF LFFT HALF, Y/BRFF 
.a0,428168
PITCHING MOMENT ABOUT X a n AND CENTER OF PRESSURE
J CM/(0*S*CBAR) X(C,P,)/CBAR
ti .0,518407 020975025 0,518407 0,209750
AT .0,518407 0,209750
ETA CLC/2R CL CL*C/CCL*CAVG 2CMtI/4)C/P C,Pofl/4)
COMBINATION !
0'980785 0 159771 0,639085 0o258576 0,052376 .0,0819540 923880 O 311998 1,246393 0 504296 0,0912b0 .0,0732190 831470 0 8387 1,793549 0 725677 0,110284 .0,061489






0,950000 0 025000 13P868890
00,900000 0 050000 9 487086
M0,RO0000 0 100000 6 297503
.0,700000 0 150000 4 42047
o,h0000 0 200000 3 956280
.0,400000 0 300000 2 877397
"0,200000 0 400000 2 204339
0 000000 0 500000 1 717242
0 2000000 0 b0000 1 333607
0 400 0 00  0 700000 1 01149
0 600000 0 800000 0 742330




.0,990000 0 005000 29'532990
.0,975000 0 012500 18 578003
.0,950000 0 025000 13 011273
0:,900000 0 050000 9 006115
O.,00000 0 100000 6 095693
00.700000  15 0 4 661861
0,600000 0 200000 3 781092
0,4000000 0 300000 2 670871
.0,200000 0 400000 1982543
0,0000000 0 50000 1 516855
op 200000 0 600000 1 182024
0, 400000 o 70000 0 919981
0,600000 0 800000 0 686526
09800000 0 900000 0 441180
0,900000 0 950000 0.293837
FTA s 0.707100
X CHI DELTA"CP
.0,990000 0005000 25 732437
.0,975000 o 012500 16b 17380
40,950000 0 f025000 11 32462
.0,900000 0 050006 7 41020?
00,000000 0 100000 4 748520
.0700000 0 I50000 3 533155
0,600000 0 200000 2 802224
.0,400000 o 300000 11 941195
90,200000 0 400000 1 437692
0 0500000 0 500000 1 097311
0 200000 0 600000 0 843628
0 o00000 0 70 0 0 00  0 640770
0 600000 0 800000 0 468129
0,:00000 0 900000 0 304315




e0,975000 0 01 500 10 809661
.0,950000 0025000 7 092859
.0,900000 0 050000 344326
.0,800000 0 100000 2 381964
.0,700000 0 150000 1 599733
w0,600000 0 200000 1 218279
.00aO0000 0 300000 0 898071
.0,200000 0 U40000 0 750157
e0OO0000 0 500000 0 609106
0 200000 0 600000 0 ~47497
0 40000 0 700000 0 290539
0 600000 0 800000 0 1771410
0 800000 0 900000 0 127898
0 900000 0 950000 0 111598
LOADS ON THIN, LIFTING WING






















ASPECT RATIO 2 0000
wEIGHTS
COMBINATION 1
1'000000 04000000 O 000000
COMBINATION I
CL * 2,674199
INDUCED DRAG * 0,974926
VORTEX DRAG FACTOR a 1,000648
ROLLING MOMENT M/(GOS**RPREFI a 0,000000
RIGHT ROOT BENDIN MOMENT MBR/(Q*S*8REF) a 0529688
LEFT ROOT BENDING MOMENT MRL/(Q*$S*REF) a 0,529688
LIFT ON ETAGT,0 a 1,237101
LIFT ON ETAtLT,0 0 1,237101
CENTER OP PRESSURE OF RIGHT HALF, Y/BREF a O', 28168
CENTER OF PRFSSURE OF LEFT HALF, V/BREF a .0,428168





ETA CL*C/2R CL CL*C/CCL*CAVG 2CM(1/4)C/R CP,t1/4)
COMBINATION I
0 980785 01159972 0,639886 0'?58623 o,050629 .0,079122
0 923880 0 311967 1,247869 0 504352 0 089493 .0,071716
0o831470 448881 t,7955a5 0 725698 0 110412 .0,061493
0 707107 0 565711 2 260697 0 913707 0 1081M .0,050787
0 555570 0 657223 2 628892 1062521 0 109328 *0,041587
0 382683 0 723231 2 892922 1 169234 0,101255 R0,035001
0 195090 0 762726 3,050904 1 233086 0095298 .0,031236





.0,990000 0 005000 31'509399
*0,975000 0 012500 19 77107?
.0,950000 0a025000 13 795799
.0,900000 0so 050000 94965b
0O,O00000 0 100000 6 356160
*0,700000 0 150000 4 904128
.0,460000 0 200000 4 006797
.0,00000 0 300000 2 895379
w0,200000 0p 400000 2 199949
O 000000 0 500000 1 706737
0 20000 0 600000 1 328949
0 400000 Q 700000 1 020793
'0 600000 0 800000 0 750904
0 800000 0 900000 0 484978




.0,975000 0 012500 18 827209
.0,950000 0 025000 13 123264
.0,900000 0 050000 9 0123 3
.0,800000 0 100000 5 999108
.0,700000 0 150000 4 599978
00,600000  20  3 733028
.0,00000 0 30000o 2 66t237
0,2:00000 400000 i 998137
.0,000000 0 500000 1 53708b
0a200000 0 600000 1 191726
0 400000 0 700000 0 914943
0 600000 0 800000 0 673855
0 800000 o 9 0000 0 434792
0, 900000 0950000 0.294315
0 159O O 0000560 000006'0
gLOSSI 0 000006 0 000009 0
SOSSI iO 000008 9 000009
0?9?0t 0 0000 1 0 000000 0
eLsOn 0 000009 0 0000~.0
60906 0 00000 0 000000'
0L1699  00000 0 000002'0
S926 0 0000Of 0 00000"'0O
911 ,It O000 0 00009'0
62I,29 I 000StJO O000'O
21|9 1 000001 O 0 0008 0
15160n h 0000O5 O 0000b'0O 0000 0 006806
9981991 9 000 2 0 000066'06
7,9002 o 00SO 0 OO516 0
9109w9lo 0000609O 00000'60
006 '0 0
L90i 9o 000060 0 000000 0
09t7gi 0 00000 0 000009 0
L090 I00000oS 0 0000o 00
991?1 1000000 000001 0
9ILO60 1 0000oO 0 000000800
76f6L ?00000a0 00000'0"'
I12tOf f 000006 0 00000010
9LIsi O7 000001 0 000009 0
9 L 771  000S 0o 000006'O0
19901 t11 000slo 0 00056'0
OiOo7 91 005 2100 000S6 0
661 6ooosoojo 0000voo'
OOIL0400 v VJ3
LOADS ON THIN LIFTING OING




















ASPECT RATIO a 20000
WEIGHTS
COMBINATION 1




INDUCED DRAG u 0,970690
VORTEX DRAG FACTOR a 1 000476
ROLLING MOMENT M/Q*S* *RAEF) a 0.000000
RIGHT ROOT BENDING MOMENT MBR/(Q*S*SREF) a 0,527946
LEFT ROOT BENDING MOMENT MRL/(Q*S*BREF) a 0,527946
LIFT ON ETAGT,0 u 1,234519
LIFT ON ETApLTO u 1,234519
CENTER OF PRESSURE OF RIGHT HALF, Y/HREF x 0,427653
CENTFR OF PRESSURE OF LFFT nALFo Y/BRFF a .0O427653
PITCHING MOMENT ABOUT x m m AND CENTER OF PRESSURE
JCM/(Q*S*CBAR) XtCP,)/CBAR
1t .0,512238 0 207465
23 o0.51238 0 207465
01 .0,512238 0,207465
FTA CL*C/2R CL CL*C/CCL*CAVG 2CMrfl/)C/ CP,o1/4)
COMBINATION I
0 980785 r05 8 4 0  0,633634 0 '256632 0060014 00,094714
0Q923880 0 40936 1,237745 0 501306 0 103865 .0,083914
0 831470 0 446231 1.784924 0 722922 0 123848 .0,069386
0 707107 0 563064 2,252254 0 912198 0 123398 .0,054789
0 555570 0 655877 2 623506 1 062r61 0112760 .0,042981
0 0382683 01722500 2,890001 1 170495 0,101712 *.0035194
0195090 762329 3049315 1235021 0 094988 .0031150





.0,990000 O 00b000 31 478989
-0,975000 0 012500 19,750305
e0,950000 0 025000 1 779659
.0,900000 0 050000 9 4R3920
.0,800000 0 100000 6o347512
*0,700000 0 150000 4 899052
r0 600000 0 200000 4 f04580
.0,400000 0 300000 2 897932
.0,20000 0 400000 2 205022
00 000000 0 500000 1 712043
0 200000 06000000 1 332597
0 400000 0 700000 1 021610
0,600000 0 800000 0 748h92
0 800000 0 900000 0 480876
0 900000 0.950000 0.325402
ETA a 0,382700
X CH! DELTA.CP
.0,990000 0 005000 29'991379
.0,975000 0 012500 s18800644
0,9s0000 0 025000 13 098129
*0,900000 0 050000 8 988827
.0,800000 0 100000 S 981541
.0,700000 0 150000 4 590199
-0,600000 0 200000 3 730894
00,000000 0 300000 2 671218
0,2o00000 t 400000 2 010678
0,00000000000 0 1 546372
0' 200000 0 600000 1 193763
0 400000 0 700000 0 904153
0 600000 0 800000 0 663239
0 800000 0 900000 0 425072
0,900000 0q950000 0 287623
FTh a 0',707100
X CHI DELTA.CP
o0,990000 0 005000 2Z6'33292
s0,975000 0 012500 16 347061
0,950000 0 025000 11 276095
e0O,00000 0 050000 7 586061
10,800000 0 1t0000 4 852101
60,700000 0 150000 3 581182
.0,600000 0 200000 2 802904
.00000 ,4  300000 872190
.0,200000 0 400000 1 334875
0 000000 0 500000 0 9943030 00000 0 600000 0 766515
0 400000 0 700000 0 6044840,600000 0 800000 0 4740230 000oo00 0 900000 0 337608
0 900000 04950000 0.243238
ETA a 0,923900
x CHr DELTA;CP
.0,990000 0 005000 17,194107
.0,975000 0 012500 10 620198
e0,950000 0 025000 7216769
.0,900000 050000 4 706879
0,800000 0 100000 2 817730
.02700000 0 150000 i 9359750,6000000 r403832
"02400000 0 300000 0 798974
.00200000 0 400000 0 493142
D0000000 0'500000 0 340709
0,2000000 0 600000 0 275350S400000 0 700000 0 2567670,600000 0 800000 0 252835
0,00000 0 900000 0 2258600,900000 0 95000 0 180197
0000:2 Olv logjy
0000 1 tqkvQ




C ~ 3 ?XVWiN
ogoo 0 H3V




2 dv 9VNIM bY~flgNVI23b








INDUCED DRAG * 0,970690
VORTfX DRAG FACTOR a 1 000464
ROLLING MOMENT M/(QaS*i*pFF )  00000oooooo
RIGHT ROOT BENDING MOMENT MBR/(Q**BREF, a 0,527907LEFT ROOT SENDING MOMENT MRL/(GS*BREF) . 0,527907LIFTP ON FTAGTO I.23u52u
LIFT ON ETA,LT,0 a 1,234524SCENTER OF PRESURE OF RIGHT HALF# /REF w 0.427620CENTER OF PRESSURE OF LFFT HALF, Y/BRFF 27620
PlTClING MOMENT ABOUT X v 6 AND CENTER OF PRESSURE
J CM/(GAS*CBAR) X(C,P,)/CAR
11 .0gS10968 0 20678825 0.510568 o00678847 .0,510568 0,206788
ETA CL*C/2R CL CL*C/CCL*CAVG 2CMfl/4)C/B C,Pl(/4 )
COMBINATION I
0o98078s 0'158293 06b33171 0'256643 0.O81OS7 .01t280180 923888 O0f30917 1,236685 0'500875 0,117553 .0,0950550, 831470 0 446008 1,784190 0 722623 0,123510 .00691680 707107 0 5631t5 ?,25s419 0 912P62 0,1?1034 .0,0537350:555570 05598 2623924 1062727 0,112398 .0,0,28360,382683 0 722562 ,89028B 1 170591 0,102298 .003396
0 195090 0 762372 3.049488 1 23508 0,102298 .0031539





.06990000 0 005000 11,49S758
.0,975000 0 012500 19 760391
0,950000 0 025000 13 786187
e0,900000 0 050000 9 487723
0,800000 0 100000 6 349156
e0,700000 0 150000 4 899653
.0,600000 0 200000 4 00454j
.0,(00000 0 300000 2 897?23
.0,200000 0 400000 2 204043
a0000000 0 500000 1 711021
0 200000 0 600ooooo 1 331676
0 400000 0 700000 020876
0,600000 0 800000 0 748191
0,800000 0 900000 0 480619
0,900000 0 950000 0 325263
FTA 0,.382700
X tHI DELTA.CP
.0,990000 0 00500 30 062637
.0,975000 0 012500 18 842285
00,950000 0 025000 13 123680
.0,900000 0 050000 9 001715
00,800000 0 100000 5 984263
*0,700000 0 150000 4 588173
.0,600000 0 200000 3 726260
e0,400000 0 300000 2 663537
00,200000 0 40000 2 004232
"0,000000 0 500000 1 541389
0,200000 0 600000 1 190875
0 400000 0700000 0 908549
0,600000 0800000 0664668
0,800000 0 900000 0 427675
0,900000 0950000 0 290082
ETA a 0707100
x CHI DELTA.CP
.0,990000 0,50ooo 25 829910
0,7S5000 012500 lb 113449
.0,950000 0 o02000 11 135412
e0,900000 0 050000 7 519027
O,800010 0 100000 4 844490
0,700000 0f 150000 3 601092
e0,O00000 0 200000 2 837557
*0,00000 0 300000 1 917151
0.,200000 0 400000 1 376247
0,000000 0 500000 1 024673
0O,00000 0 600000 0 782193
0,000000 0 700000 0 604661
0;,00o00 0 800000 0 460818
0.800000 0 900000 0 317323




.0,975000 0 012900 11 624463
e0,950000 0 025000 7 827420
c0,900000 0 050000 5 006718
00,800000 0 100000 2 867131
.0,700000 0 150000 1 868619
0.600000 0 200000 1 272831
.0,400000 0 300000 0 619891
.0,200000 0 00000 0 $23218
e0000000 0 500000 0 210693
0,200000 0 600000 0 201001
0 400000 0 700000 0 242450
0 600000 0 800000 0 291610
ooo 80000 0 900000 0 2949
0 900000 0 950000 0o245205







DOUALE PRECISION DUMIo DUM2, ETA, STHETA
LOGICAL BATCHCONV,BSCSBCASSYM,READ7,OPEN6,CHECK
fIMENSION TITLE(26),8NK(63O),BNK1(75O)CHICP(20),




C,,,,NBNKI AND NWEI ARE THE DIMENSIONS OF (6NKI) AND (WEIGHT),
DATA UCI UCOtUT,UitNRNKI ,NWEI,COM/5,b,7, t2,750,50,3
C




m IDIR * *qqq
c OPENS INDICATES WHETHER OR NOT UNIT Ub IS OPFN.





CALL OBEY(bp6,6MRELEASE FToao001 )
IF(CONV) WRITE(UCO,805)
C
S ODISK DETERMINES WHETHER OR NOT TO PUT OUTPUT ON DISK FILE (UNIT 4)
C IF ODISKiO, OUTPUT WILL BE ON UNIT 6
c IF 00fSK ,NE. 0 OUTPUT wILL RE ON UNIT a ON A FILE wHOSE NAME










IF(,NOT,OPENh GO TO 20
C
C,,,,,THE CODE BELOW IS FOR THE AMES, TSS VERSION, OBEY GIVES COMMANDS
C,,,,,TO THE TSS OPERATING SYSTEM, THe VARIABLE ODISK Is NOT






CALL OBEY (32,STOR i )
C
C








IF(,NOT,READ7) GO TO t4
C
C OPEN AND READ FIRST RECORD OF THE GEOMETRY FILE






C NDL x NUMBER OF DISCONTINUITIES ON LEADING EDGE
C (MINIMUM VALUE OF 1)
C NDT a NUMBFR OF DISCONTINUITIES ON TRAILING EDGE
C (MINIMUM VALUE OF 1)
C PP a ORIGINAL NUMBER OF CHORDWISE CONTROL POINTS
C MM a ORIGINAL NUMBER OF SPANWISE CONTROL POINTS ON
r ENTIRE WING
C
C CHECK ID NUMBER
IF(,NOT,CHECK) GO TO 50
IF(Ib1,EfQID) GO TO 30
IF(BATCHI) CALL 8TOP2(UCO,
I' .IDDI DOES NOT MATCH GEOM FILE VALUE i
2FLOAT(ID))




C OPEN AND READ FIRST RECORD OF SOLUTION FILE
40 CONTINUE
C





j(BCS(I)I I pIO) ('BrCAS(I)l lag IO)pNMAX2pKK2#JJv
2PPNE ,MMNEWNROWIADELTAEPSMACH
C
C NMAX7 a NEW NUMBER OF CHORDWISE MODES
C KK v NEW NUMBER OF SPANWISE MODES
C PPNEW * NEW NUMBER OF CHORDWISE CONTROL POINTS
C MMNEW * NEW NUMBER OF SPANWISE CONTROL POINTS
C
IF(,NOT,CHECK) GO TO 60
C
C IDENTIFICATION CHECKING
IF(IDDI,E,IDIn) GO TO 50
IF(PATCH) CALL STOP2tUCO,
It IDDi DOES NOT MATCH SOLUTION FILE VALUEt,
2FLOAT(IDI))
PAUSE 'IDOl DOES NOT MATCH SOLUTION FILE VALUE'
SO IF(IDD2,EU,ID2) G TO 52
IFBATCH) CALL STOP2fUCO,
tI IDD1 DOFS NOT MATCH SOLUTION FILE VALUE',
2FLOAT(ID2))
PAUSE IIDD2 DOES NOT MATCH SOLUTION FILE VALUE,
52 IF(IOD3.EG,ID3) GO TO S4
IFtBATCH) CALL STOP2(UCO,
1f 1D03 DOES NOT MATCH SOLUTION FILE VALUEi,
2FLOAT(ID3))
PAUSE 'IDDS DOES NOT MATCH SOLUTION FILE VALUE'
54 IF(IDD4,EG,IDi) Go To 60
IF(BATCH) CALL STOP2(UCO,
It 1ID DOES NOT MATCH SOLUTION FILE VALUE',
2FLOAT(IDU))






U ?SwTYPEo(BCS(I),'IO e 10),RBCAS(I)OIstl io)
L C
NCDIM v NSYM * NASYM
NDLPT a NDL * NOT
C,.,,,LLMAXI AND LLMAX? ARE TWO LIMITS FOR THE NUMBER OF
C,,,,COMBINATIONS IN SUBROUTINE SBLOAD,
LLMAX2 a NBNKI/ (NMAXZ * KK2)
LLMAX1 v NwEII NCDIM







802 FORMAT(IH ,?ENTER BATCHI )
803 FORMATftL)
805 FORMATC(H ,'ENTER ODISK (NEG,HALTS )' )
810 FORMATeI6IS)
Rt2 FORMATZ(QH OUTPUT IS ON OUTPUTFOR,N 1l)
816 FORMAT(IH ,'ENTER IDI#ID2#103#IDu' )
819 FORMATIlLOADS, ON' THIN# LIFTING WINGV/
820 FORMAT( IX,#?OA4//#, 101 '103/,' ID2 '
lI3/of 103 a 'i#3/t' ID4~ a II/
21 DELTAO UtoF.8,L4/, FPS 3 ',8,4/i/, MACH a
3F6 -0o 1 JJ a 'i,3/'l JJMAW v 1~3/1 NMAX2 13/
41 KK2 I',I3/,' PPNEW a'13/90 MMNEW a~
513/,' NROWSA fp*'i/'' CWTYPE t#3/






DOUPLE PRECISION iETA, STMETAPID, TMETSWDTHETAP THETA,
jTHETcw,THETSc,DEL THE
C INTEGER U6pUCOoU7?U1RPP, TJJMAX,UC!
LOGICAL SYMCONVIPRESURPRINTSLOAD, ASLOAOTESTpTESTNI,
ITE8TN?, READ?, CONY IN, HALF ,TEST?, TEST3
REAL MACH





3ETAD CNDLPT ) ,THETS N(200) ,THETCW( 100), THETSC 4)CAHOIM(4)0
~4SLOAD(1Q),ASL-OAD(1o),CORDIP(JJmAx)
c NDIM1pNDIM2 AND NODIM3 AR~E THE DIMENSIONS OF THFTSW,




DATA PIDP12UFOPI ,FOPIPI8,PI4/3, 1M)5qa653589?93 D0,
11,570796, 1,2?324o., 2,SI6O79, , 9?6991, 0, 7853982/
DATA ETAS / '-HETA /
DATA XCP$ / 3HXCP /
DATA SPAS / 3MSPA /
DATA ECP$ / 3HECP /
DATA NETS / 3HNET /
DATA PRE$ / 3HPRE /
DATA FLAS / 3HF A _/
DATA CONS / lHCON /
DATA STOs / 3HSTO /
DATA NEWS / 3HNEW /
DATA WEIS / 3HWEI /
DATA KNEs / 3HKNE /
DATA PWEs / 3 HPWE /
DATA TSS% / 3HTSS /
C










IF(SYM) GO TO I
C
C READING SOLUTIONS FOR UNSYMMETRIC WING
DO 2001 Itz,NCDIM
2001 READ(U12) ((8NK(NpKel)iNxitNMAX)pxKI pKK)
GO TO t1
3 IF(NSYM,FG,0) GO TO 6
C
C READING SYMMETRIC SOLUTIONS FOR SYMMETRIC WING
DO 2002 Ir1,NSYM
2002 READ (U12) ((BNK(NiK,f)#NalN NMAX)PKzeKK2)
DO 4 I a 1,NSYM
DO 4 K u 2,KK,2
DO 4 N a 1,NMAX
U BNK(NeKoT) v 0,
6 IF(NASYM,EQ,0) GO TO
I1 a NSYM + I
C
C READING ANTISYMMETRIC SOLUTIONS FOR SYMMETRIC WING
DO 2003 Il1,NCoDM
2003 READ(U12) ((8NK(NueKI),N lNMAXD)eK12ZKIX2
DO 7 1 = II,NCD:M
00 7 K a IKK,2
DO 7 N a 1,NMAX





JUPPR a (JJMAx+I) / 2
DELTHEaPID/DFLOAT(JJMAX+1)
ARFFF g AR / BRATIO*i 2
CBARB a CBARBR * BRATTO
CONI a PIj * AREFF
CON2 a CON) / 20
CON3 a CON2/2,
JJMAx m JJMAx + I
ISUB x JJMAXl 4 JJMAY1
C THE DIMENSION OF $THETA IN THE CALLING PROGRAM MUST
C BE ONE LARGER THAN JJMax
STHETA(JJMAX 1 ) a 0,00
C ENTER COMBINATION CODE
C DEFINES A NEw SET OF WEIGHTS
is IFc(ONV) WRITE(UCOepSA)
C
C...IF LCOMBGT.0, THEN LCOMHBTHE NUMBER OF COMBINATIONS AND
C..,,,THE WEIGHTS OF EACH COMBINATION WILL BE ENTERED RY THE
C.....USER
C,....IF LCCOM.EQO0, TI.4EN THE NUMBER OF COMBINATIONS a THE NUMBER OFC,,,,,CASES (SOLUTIONS) AND EACH SOLUTION WITH A FACTOR OF 1,0
C....,IS TREATED AS A COMBINATION,
C,,,,,IF LCOMB,EQ,-1, THEN THE NUMBER OF COMBINATIONS a THE NUMHER
C,,,,.OF SYMMETIC CASES AND EACH SYMMETRIC SOLUTION WITH A
C.,,,,FACTOR OF 1.0 IS TREATED AS A COMBINATION.
C,otIF LCOMBo.E,.2. THEN THE ABOVE HOLDS, EXCEPT THAT THE
C,,,,,ANTI-SYMMETRIC CASES ARE INVOLVED.




IF(IABS(LCOMRB+).LT.2) GO TO 32
IF(LCOMB,GT,0)LLvLrOMB
16 IF(LL,LEMINO(LLMAXpLLMAX2)) GOO TO 17
IF (,NOT,CONV) CALL STOPp(UCO,
It TOO MANY COMBINATIONS IFLOAT(LL))
PAUSE , TOO MANY COMBINATIONS i
f0 TO IS
17 IF(LCOMBLE#,3) GO TO 39
It a NSYM+1
00 30 L a 1,LL
IF(CONV) HRITE(UCO,8025) L
IF(NSYM,FO,Q) GO TO 20
IF(CONV) WRITE(UrOP80 3 0) NSYM
READ(UCI e835)(WEIGHT(IeL),Iuol NSYM)
20 CONTINUE





32 IF(LCOMB,kQ,0) LL a NCDIM
IF(LCOMB,EQ,.1) LL u NSYM
IF(LCOMR.EQ,-2) LL m NASYM
IF(CONV) GO TO 33
IFeLL,GT,MINO(LLMAXlLLMAX2)) CALL STOPp(UCO,
1' TOO MANY CASES',FLOAT(LL))
IF(LL,LE,0) CALL STOPi(UCO,




IPAUSE TOO MANY CASESt
IF(LL.LE,0) PAUSE INUMBER OF CASES IS NOT POSITIVEi
34 CONTINUE
DO 35 L  _t5
DO 35 I t1,NCD:M
35 WEIGHTIpL) * 0,
IF(LLEQ,.p) I i NSYM
00 36 LIlLL
36 WEIGHTIpL) 3 1,
39 CONTINUE
IF(CONV,AND,UCO,EQU6) GO TO 49
C,,,,THE SET OF WEIGHTS IS TO 8E PRINTED EXCEPT IN
C,.,,,THE CONVERSATIONAL MODE AND wEN ALL







C...,,NOW THAT THE WEIGHTS HAVE BEEN DETERMINED, THE
C,....COEFFICIENTS OF EACH COMBINATION WILL BE CALCULATED
DO 150 L a ILL
DO 140 K a I1KK
DO 140 N a 1,NMAx
14o BNKI(NoKpL) a 0O
DO 150 I w 1,NCOIM
DUMI a WEIGHT(I.L)
DO 150 K 1,KK
DO 150 N a 1,NMAX
150 BNKlN,K,L) a BNK(NIKL) + DUMI * BNK(NK,I)
TEST a KKLTZ
DO 190 L a I,LL
SLOAD(L) a TFST
IF(SLOAD(L)) GO TO 175
SLOAD(L) a BNKI(1,2,L),EQ.F.
IF(,NOT,SLOAD(L)) GO T0 175
DO 170 K x ZKK,2
DO 170 N a 1,NMAX
170 SLOADCL) a SLOADt.),AND,BNKI(NpKPL),EQ,O,
175 ASLOADfL) a ,NOTSLOADfL)
IF(SLOAD(L)) GO TO 185
ASLOAD(L) a 8NKItrCleL),EQ,0,
IF(,NOTASLOAD(L)) GO TO 185
DO 180 K a 1,KK,2
00 180 N a 1,NMAy
18i ASLOADfL) a ASLOAD(L).AND,8NK1(N,KL)o.EQ.0,
185 CONTINUE
C
C SLOAD(L) wILL RE TRUE IF THE WING IS SYMMETRICALLY LOADED,
C ASLOAD(L) WILL BE TRUE IF THE WING IS ANTISYMMETRICALLY
C LOADED.
190 CONTINUE
IF (rOM ,EQ. WEIs) GO TO 200
IF (COM ,EQ, KNEs) GO TO 200
C
C
C (THETSW),(THETCW) AND (THETCS) ARE THE ANGULAR POSITIONS
C AT WHICH SPANWISE QUANTITIES AND THE CHORDWISE AND
C SPANWISE POSITIONS AT wHICH PRESSURES WILL RE COMPUTED
C RESPECTIVELY'. THESE ARRAYS CAN BE CHANGED BY THE
C 'ETASI, 'XCP', AND 'ECP' COMMANDS RESPECTIVELY' THESE
C ARRAYS ARE ONLY USED IF A fSPANLOADI OR 'PRESSURE,
C COMMAND IS LATER GIVEN,
C THESE ARRAYS ARE DERIVED FROM THE ORIGINAL SPANWISE
C CONTROL POINTS ON THE GEOMTERY FILE,
C
IF(MM,GT,NDIM1) CALL STOP2(Ubp
1' NOT FNOUGH ROOM FOR DEFAULT SPANWISE LOAD STATION,
ZINCREASE NDIMI TO ',FLOAT(MM))
IF(MMGT,NDIM2) CALL STOP2(UCO,
1'NOT ROOM FOR DEFAULT CHORDWISE PRESSURE STATIONS,
21NC, NDIM2 TO IFLOAT(MM))
IF(MM,GT.NDIM3) CALL STOPp(UCO,
I'NOT ROOM FOR DEFAULT SPANWISE PRESSURE STATIONS,
2INC, NDIM3 TO I,FLOAT(MM))
JRATIO a JJMAXI /, MR4EF+t)
DO 195 M s 1,MM















IF (COM ,0Q, ETAO) GO TO 300
IF (COM ,EO, XcPs) GO TO 322
IF (COM ,EQ, SPAS) GO TO 342
IF (COM ,EQ, EtPI;) GO TO 360
IF (COM ,L NETS;) GO TO 380
IF (COM ,EQ PRES) GO TO 400
IF (COM o,EQ FLAS) GO TO 440
IF (rOM ,EQ, CON) GO TO 460
IF (COM ,EQ. STOI) GO TO 480
IF (COM ,EO, NEWS) GO TO u85
IP (COM ,EQ. WE;s) GO TO 15
IF (rOM ,EQ, KNE,) GO TO a90
IF (COM ,EO, PWEI;) GO TO 500
IF (COM ,EG TSSS) GO TO 520
WRITE(UCO~8065) (CARDIM(I),Il ,4)
IF(CONTIN) GO TO 200
STOP
C***a *******a*aa*******"*a*a.am*a* am * a*a** ftw wlo aa a am= a .. am=.. m...... m.m.. a W.. 40.
C ElAS-...GIVES ETAS FOR PRINTING THE LOADS IF NOT GIVEN
c THE RESULTS WILL BE THE SAME AS IF GIVEN WITH
C NTYPE a 0
C
C ENTER VALUE FOR NTYPE
300 IF(CONV) WRITE(UCO,8070)
READ(UCI,8020) NTYPE
IF(NTYPE.EQ,0) Go TO 301
IF(NTYPEEG.1) GO TO 304
IFPNTYPEEQG.2) GO TO 308
IF(NTYPEsEQ,3) GO TO 312
IF(NTYPEEQ,5) GO TO 117
IF(,NOTCONV) CALL STOP2fUCO,




301 NO v (JJMAX+1)/(MREF+I)
GO To 305
C




12 x (JJMAY + 1) / NO
NTABS a 12 w i
C IF(HALF) NTABS a 12/2
DO 307 J a NOJUPPR,NQ
It a It * I
THFTSWC1) a oFLOAT(J)*DELTHE
C IF(HALF) GO 1U 307






3 0 IF(CONV) WRITEeUiCo,808S)
PkEADf'UCZ,802O0) N$TA
I? m~ NsTA *. 1
NUPPR~ a 21
NTASS a NSTA
C IFJHALF~ NTABS a NUPPR
DNETA pPID / 131rLOAT(NSTA,1,
DO 310 It a ,NUPPR
THMrTSW~Ijj a DFLOATCI 1) * DTI4ETA
C IF(HALF) GO TO 310
12 a 12 - I




c NTYPE a 1
31? NTABS a 0
C ENTER TABLE OF VAILUES FOR ETA
IF(CONV) wRITECUI:O,8o9o)
00 313 NTABS a NTABS +*
READCUCI*8035) TH.ETSW(NTABS)
IF(T4ETSW(NTA8S),ILTv1,D') GO TO 313
IF(NTA8SLElNDIM1j) GO TO 314
CALL STOP2eUCO,
P' TOO M4ANY ENTIRIE IN SPANLOAD ETA TABLE '
2SNGL CTHETbw(CNT A0$) ))
314 NTASS 2 NTABS w
DO 316 N 3I,NTAOS




317 IF (CONV) WRITE (UCO,#808y)
READCUC7,eBM) EIMJN#ETMAXPDETA
IFrDFTA9EQ,0) DETA a ETMIN
IFCETMAX,EG,O) ETMAX u q9999
tHFTSW~lt a TMIN
NTA83 a i
31 IF(THET3W(NTA8S)1 GTETMAX) GO TO 319
NLAST NTAIbS
NTABS wNTAHS +
THETSW(NTABS) x THETSWdrNLAST) + DETA
C-O 10 318
319 IF(NTABS GT NDIMI)CALL STOPa(UCOv
IISPANWIS; L6AD TABLE SIZE EXCEEDED i#FLOATCNTABS))
NTA86 a NTAHS . I
DO 321 1 9 I.NTARS
321 THETSW(I) se DARCOS(THETSWCI))
GO TO 200
C




IFeNTYPEqtEQ.O) GO TO 3?3
IFPNTYPE,Eg.i) GO TO 3?Q
1#CNTYPF.EQU?7 GO TO 3P8
IP'CNTYPF*E~o,3) GO TO 332
IF(NTYPEqEQ.4) 60 TO 332
IFCNTYPE,EG#S) GO TO 338
IF(,NOTCONV) CALL STOP2(UCO#










321; 11 s 0
12 a (JJMAX( + 1) / NO












12 a NSTA + 1
NLJPPR a1212
NTABC gNSTA
OTMETA *PID/DFLOAT(NSTA + 1
nO 330 lIa 10NUPPR
THETCw(!1) DF.LOAT(I1) D THETA
1a 12 1
THETcwUl PID -, THETCW(I1)
330 CONTINUE
1.4 nO TO 200
C
C NTYPE a A oR a
33? NTABC a 0
IF (CONVgANDsNTYPEIE.3) WRyTE(UCO8oo91)
IF CCONV.ANO.NTYPE oEO,z) WRITECUCOtAO92)
3314 NTABCmNTABC,1
READ(UCI,8O35) THIETCw'(NTABC)
!FCTHETCIWCNTA8C),Te1,, GO TO 33~4
IFfNTABC.GT.NIMp:, CALL STOPp(UcO#
P' TOO MANY ENTRIES IN X OR CHI TABLE',
2SNGLCTHETCW(NTASC:0)
NTABC v NTAkBC 0-1
IF(NTYPE9EQvQ, r.0 TO 336
nO 335 N a 1,NTAB:
335 TIETCW(N) z DARCOcl(THETCW(N))
GO To 200
336 00 337 N 8 1,NTABC:
337 TMETCW(N) m DARCoSeij,DO.2.D0 THETCW(N))
rO TO 200
C
C NTYPE a 5
338 IF(CONV) WRITE(UC0,8095)
READfUCI,8o35) XMIN#XMAXDX




33q IF(THETCW(NTABC),GT,XMAX) GO TO 340
NLAST a NTABC
NTABC a NTABC *
THETCW(NTABC) a THFTCW(NLAST) + Dx
GO TO 339
34cO IF(NTABCGT,NDIM2) CALL STOP2(UCO,
IICHORDwISE PRESSURE TABLE SIZE EXCEEDED l'FLOAT(NTABC))
NTABC x NTABC . I
DO 341 I s 1,NTABC
341 THETCW(I)s DARCOS(cTHETCW(!))
GO TO 200
C SPANLOADS-w-PRINTS RESULTS AT SPANWISE STATIONS
C DEFINED BY ETAS COMMAND' IF THE ETAS COMMAND HAS
c NOT pEEN 1IVEN THE EFFECT IS THE SAME AS IF IT WERE
C GIVEN WITH NTYPE .
34? wRITF(Ub,9000)









IF(ASLOAD(L)) KL a 2
IF(TFST) KJUMP a 2
DO 355 N a I,NTABS
THETA a THETSW(N)
IFrTEST,ANTHETA,GTO(PI2+1.n )) GO TO 355
C QMOMNT g QUARTER CHORD MOMENT
QMOMNT s 0
GAMMAsO,
DO 345 K a KLKK,KJUMP
SKTHET s DSIN(DFLOAT(K)*THETA)
GAMMA a GAMMA SiKTHFT*BNK1(1,K,L)
IF(TFSTNI) GAMMA a GAMMA . SKTHET*,5*RNK1(2,KL)
IF(TESTNI)QMOMNT s QMOMNT.,S*SKTHET*RNKI(2,KL)
IF(TESTN2)QOMNT a QMOMNT + ,5*SKTHET*8NK1(3#KpL)
345 CONTINUE
C GAMMA a NONDIMENSIONAL CIRCULATION x (CL*C)/f2R)
C





AC A LINEAR INTERPOLATION WILL RE USED TO OBTAIN THE
C CHORD/(8/2) AT THE CURRENT ETAS STATION
C
C (ETA) IS IN DESCENDING ORDER




DO 350 J * 3,JJMAX
J1 s J
IF(ETAS.GT*ETA(J)) GO TO 35
350 CONTINUE
35 CONTINUE
CORDB2 a CORDIP(J 1 ) + (CORDIP(JI)*CORDIPJi-m)),
I (ETA(Ji)-ETA(JII))*(ETAS-ETA(Jt))
C
C SECTIONAL LIFT COEFFICIENT
CL a U,*GAMMA/CORDR2
C
C OVERALL LIFT COEFFICIENT
C ASPECT RATIO FROM GEOM FILE IS 4(BREF**2)/AREA,
C CCL a (PI/2)*(8**2/AREA)*(BNKIl(IloiL)+5RNKi(2 iL)),




C FOPI ua ,/PI
IF(TEST3) CLCCLCxGAMMA*FOPI*BRATIO/CLTRM
C
C CENTER OF PRESSURE RELATIVE TO THE LOCAL QUARTER CHORD
TEST? a ABS(GAMMA).GTl,E*5*ABS(QMOMNT)
IFCTEST2) COP s*,2S* QMOMNT /GAMMA








C ECP---DEFINE ETAS FOR PRINTING THE CHORDWISE PRESSURE
360 IFCONV) WRITEfUCO,8 0 70 )
READ(UCI,80iO) NTYPE
IF(NTYPEE.Q,0) GO TO 361
IF(NTYPE,E0,1) GO TO 364
IF(NTYPE,EO,2) GO To 368
IF(NTYPE,EO,3) GO TO 372
IF(NTYPE,EQ.5) GO TO 376
IF(CONV) WRITEUCO,8017)
IF(CONV) GO TO 360
CALL 8TOP?(UCOe NTYPE INVALIDI,FL.OAT(NTYPE))
C
C NTYPE o 0
361 NG a (JJMAXI+) / CHREFF1)
GO TO 365
C NTYPE a t
364 IF(CONV) WRITECUC018080)
REA~fUCIROZO) NQI
365 11 a 0
12 a (JJMAX+I)/NIl
NTAf8SC a 12 w I
C IFCMALF)NTABSC a 1212
DO 367 , J NQOJUFPPR5 NG
THETSCcII) * oFLOATWJ*DELTHE
C IF (HALF) GO T0 2167











c IF(HALF) NTABSC o NUPPR
OTHETA a PI{. / tDPLOATCNSTA.1)
DO 370 It JOINUPPR
THETSCeI1 ) uDFLC'AT(Ti) * DTHE:TA
C IF(HALF) GO TO 370
12 a 19 - I






c ENTER TABLE OF VALUES FOR ETA
IF(CONV) WRITECUCO,8090)
373 NTA8SC a NTAHSC +
REAi)CUCI#8035) T~rTSC(NTa8SC)
IF(THETSC(NTASC)LT,I,) GO TO 373
IPfNTABSC,LENDIM3j GO TO 374
IFe.NOTCONV) CALL STOP2(UCU,
1t TOO MANY ENTRIES IN PRESSURE ETA TABLE',
2SNGLcTHETSC(NTABSC)))
PAUSE TOU MANY ENTRIES IN PRESSURE ETA TABLE,
374 NTABSC x NTABSC a I
DO 375 N a 1,NTABSC
375 THETSC(N) a DARCOS(THETSC(N))
GO TO 200
C
C NTYPE a S
376 IF(CONV) WRITEtUCO,p08?)
READ(UCI,8035) ETMIN,ETMAXDETA
IFfDETA,E,O,) DETA a ETMIN
IFfETMAX,E,0,}) ETMAX a '9999
THETSC(1) a ETMIN
NTABSC a
377 IF(THETSC(NTABSC),GT ETMAX) GO TO 378
NLAST a NTABSC
NTABSC a NTABSC + 1
THETSC(NTABSC) x THETSC(NLAST) + DETA
C0 TO 177
378 IF(NTABSC,GT,NDIM3) CALL STOp2tUCOp
IPSPANWISE PRESSURE TABLE SIZE EXCEEDED lFLOAT(NTABSC))
NTABSC a NTABSC - I
00 379 1 1,NTABSC
379 THETSC(I) * DARCOStTHETSC(I))
GO TO 200
C NETLOADS.-.COMPUTES AND PRINTS OVERALL RESULTS, CLCMP
C (PITCH MOMENT), CMR(ROLL MOMENT), LEFT AND
C RIGHT ROOT RENDING MOMENTS, LEFT AND
C RIGHT LIFTS, LEFT AND RIGHT CENTERS OF PRESSURE,
C CDI, VORTEX DRAG FACTOR (COI/CL**2/(PI*AR))
380 IF(CONV) WRITE(UCOI012)
READ(UCI,8020) JJNOUT
DO 399 L * 1,LL
WRITE(U6 f9014) L
C
C THE ASPECT RATIO IN ALL THE FORMULAS WORKED OUT
C HAS BEEN THE EFFECTIVE ASPECT RATIO, B**2/AREA,
C BUT AR FROM GEOM FILE IS *8BREF**2/AREA AND BRATIO i
C 2 * BREF/B, SO THE EFFECTIVE ASPECT RATIO IS
C AREFF a AR/BRATIO**2
C ALSO NOTE THAT CsARBR a LONGITUDINAL REFERENCE LENGTH /
C BREF 30 CBARB 2 a CBARBR * BRATIO a
C LONGITUDINAL REFEiRENCE LENGTH / (R/2)
C
C STORI a SPANLOAD COEFFICIENTS(Bt,b2,,,,
C CL*C/(28) a 81 * SIN(THETA) + 82 * SIN(2*THETA) + ,,,
DO 381 K a 1,KK
STORI(K) a BNKtl(IK,L)
381 IFeTESTN 1 ) STOR1 1k) a STORi(K) + *5 * NKI(2,KL)
C
C LIFT COEFFICIENT






K2 a KK *
DO 382 K S 1,KK
K2 a K2 . 1
382 SUM a SUM + FLOATfKx)*STORit2K)**2
CDI a CON2 * SUM
wRITF(U6b9018) rDI
IP(STOR1(1),LT,1,Fw2*sUM GO TO 383
C










C ROOT BENDING MOMENTS
C CMBP a BENDING MOMENT OF RIGHT HALF
C CMBM a BENDING MOMENT OF LEFT HALF
C BOTH QUANTITIES ARE DEFINED IN THE STRUCTURES SENSE,
C I,E,, ROTH WILL RE POSITIVE FOR AN ELLIPTICALLY.
C LOADED WING WITH POSITIVE LIFT,
C
SUM a 0,
K KK + I
DO 392 KI a IKK
KaKw I
IF(MOD(K,2),F,0O) GU TO 392
C BACKWARDS SUMMATION USED FOR ACCURACY
SUM c SUM + FLOAT((MOD(K+3p).i))/FLOAT(K**?-4) *
ISTORI(K)
392 CONTINUE
CMBP a AREFF * (SUM+PIA*STORi(2))/HRATIO




C LIFT ON RIGHT AND LEFT SIDES
SUM r O,
K m KK + £
DO 393 K1 a l,KK
IF(MOD(Ks2),NE.0) GO TO 393



















C PITCHING MOMENT CAN NOT BE INTEGRATED ANALYTICALLY FOR
C A GENERAL PLANFORM- SUBROUTINE INTGRT WILL 4E USED
C POR THE INTEGRATION,
DUM a AREFF/CBARB2
00 397 J a RJJMAx
'U k a 0,
S SUmI Ol,
DO 396 K a 1,KK
INDEx a J*K
INDEX w MOD(INDEXItISUB) + 1
IF(INDEX,GT,JJMAX1 j GO TO 394
SKTHET a STHETA(INDEx)
GO TO 395




C SKTHET £ SIN(K*THIETA) WHERE
C THETA s ARCOS(ETA(J))
C
SUMN SUN * SKTHFT * STORick)
DUMI BNKliKLL:K)*SKTHfT
IF(TESTNI) DUMI a DUMI + NKI(2oKpL)*SKTHET
IF(TESTN2) DUMI a DUMI - ,S*BNKI(3oKoL)*SKTHET
SUMI a SUMI + DUMII
396 CONTINUE
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00 425 NS v 1,NTABSC
FTAS a DCOS(THETSC(NS))
IF( SLOAD(L),AND.'ETAS.LT,.1.E.4) GO TO 425
IF(ASLOAD(L).AND,IETAS,LT, I.E.4) GO TO 425
WRITE(Up4_90Q4) ETAs
C
C A LINEAR INTERPOLATION WILL RE USED TO OBTAIN THE
C CHORD/(B/0 ) AT THE CURRENT ETAS STATION
C
C (ETA) IS IN DESCENDING ORDER
C




DO 402 J 3,JJMAX
J! * J
IF(ETAS,GT,LTA(J) GO TO 403
M 402 CONTINUE
403 CONTINUE
CORDB2 a CORDIP(Ji) + (CORDIP(JI)-CORDIP(JIt.))/
I (ETA(J)-ETA(JtllI))*(ETAS*ETA(JI))
DO 411 N a I,NMAx
411 STORICN) a 0O
D0 412 Ka 1,KK
DTHETA DSIN(DFLOAT(K)*THETSC(NS))
DO 412 N a 1,NMAx
412 STORI( TON) a S Rl) SNKIgNKL) * DTHFTA
DO 424 NC a 1,NTABC
THETA a THETCW(NC)
DELCP a SIORI(i) /TAN(5S*THETW)
IFCNMAXLT,21 GO 10 a17
DO 415 N a 2,NMAx
DELCP x DELCP + STORI(N) * DSIN(DFLOATN-I)*THVTA)
4~I CONTINUE
'i7 DELCP a EOPI * DELCP/CORD82
X a eDCOS(THETA)
CHI a .5 * (it + x)
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8092 FORMAT(' ENTER TABLE OF CH! VALUES' )
8095 FORMAT(' ENTER XMINXMAX,DX I )
9000 FORMAT(//SX, ETA'l7X tCL*C/_2RbXsCLt1Xp
ICL*C/CCL*CAVGt,2X#12CM(1/4)C/Re,2XoC.P,(1/4)l)
9005 FORMAT(txM(FIO,b6iX),3XcFPtO.6, Ix))
9012 FORMAT(l ENTER JJ AND NOUT' )
901I FORMAT(/, I COMBINATION 1,3/
9016 FORMAT(' CL'ol7Xl, ' 'IFli.b)
9018 FORMAT(t INDUCED DRAG x IFI1,6)
9020 FORMAT( VORTEX DRAG FACTOR a FIllte)
9021 FORMAT(I ROLLING MOMENT M/(Q*S*2*BREF)I,13XIH ,
IF12,6)
9024 FORMAT(' RIGHT ROOT HENDING MOMENT MRR/(Q*S*BREF) a *,
IFI I 6)
9026 FORMAT(t LEFT ROOT RENDING MOMENT MBI./fQ*S*BREF) a ,
IF I ,h)
9028 FORMAT(t LIFT ON ETA,GT,O a ,Fite1b)
9030 FORMAT(I LIFT ON ETA,LT 0 F',l11 6)
9032 FORMAT(t CENTER OF PRESSURE OF RIGHT HALF, Y/BREF U ta
1F11,6)
9034 FORMAT(I CENTER OF PRESSURE OF LEFT HALF Y/BREF a to
IFII,6)
9036 FORMAT(I PITCHINO MOMENT ABOUT X m Ol,
1i AND CENTER OF PRESSUREt/
1' Jp, 7XICM/(O*S*C8AR)lt7TXIX(C,P )/CBARI)
9038 FORMATf3,13,F18,F,F 19 b6)
9042 FORMAT(/# ETA a #,F11.6,/,6X,,XI,th1x,HII,10x,
S'DELTA-CP')
904 FORMAT(1XFpF0,t#F13 6,FI866)
9046 FORMAT(/,I THIS FEATURE HAS NOT BEEN PROGRAMMEDt/)








C PROGRAM TO INTLGRATE F(X)*SIN(X) FROM 0 TO PI BY A TRAPEZOIDAL RULE C
C MODIFIED TO ALLOW FOR SPECIFIED DISCONTINUITIES, e
C THE DISCONTINUITIES MAY BE DISCONTINUITIES IN SLOPE OR VALUE, C
C IF ANY DISCONTINUITY IS A DISCONTINUITY IN VALUE AND THE LOCATION I
C OF THE DISCONIUITY CIOINCIDES WITH AN INTEGRATION POINT, THE PROGRAM C
C ASSUMES THAT THE CORRESPONDING ELEMENT OF F IS FILLED WITH THE LIMIT i
C AVERAGE VALUE, C
c
C THE PROGRAM IS wRITTIEN TO BE MACHINE INDEPENDENT
C C
C
C JJ p NUMBER OF STATIONS TO USE IN THE INTEGRATION C
C JJR w NUMBER OF VALUES OF F
C JJMAX n NUMBER OF VALUES OF ETA AND STHETA C
C ETA a COSTHEITA) AT JJMAX STATIONS C
C STHETA a $INTHElTA) AT JJMAX STATIONS ,
c F m THE FUNCTION VALUES AT JJR STATIONS C
C ND a THE NUMBER OF DISCONTINUITIES C
o C X a A VECTOR CONTAINING THE DISCONTINUI:TIES C
SC Y a THE X VECTOR AFTER REORDERING FROM HIGH TO LOw AND C
C ELIMINATING VALUES OUT OF RANGE, DUPLICATED VALUES, CC AND VALUES WITHIN EPs OF ANY INTEGRATION STATION. C
C OUTR a AN INTIGER GOVERNING THE OUTPUT OF THIS PROGRAM' C
C NLEFT a THE NU11BER OF Y-VALUES.
C VALU a THE OUTPUT VALUE OF THE INTEGRAL r
C
C
C ALL THE INPUT VARIABLES ARE RETURNED C
C THE X.VALUES ARE COMPLETELY UNRESTRICTED, RUT THE CORRECTIONS WILL IC
C NOT NECESSARILY BE DONE CORRECTLY IN ALL CASES.
C r
CCCCCCCCCCC C CCCCCCCCC CCCcCCCCCCCCC C cCCCCCCCCCCCC::CCC CC CCCCcccccccCCCCC
C
C..,,,SPECIFICATION STATEMENTS
DOUBLE PRECISION IETA, SUM, P1, To , STHETA
INTEGER OUTR, OUTp W
LOGICAL CONT, CONTI
DIMENSION ETA(JJMAX), STHETA(JJMAX), F(JJR)p X(ND), Y(ND)
DIMENSION ET(4), FUN(4)
EQUIVALENCE (YTEMPYDUM)
DATA PI /3'141592653589193 00/
DATA EPS /1.E.5/
C,,..,JJ, JJR, AND JJMAX MUST LINE UP PROPERLY, IF THEY DO NOT THE
C,9,,,PROGRAM WILL WRITE A MESSAGE TO THAT EFFECT AND HALT EXECUTIONS
IF(MOD(JJMAX+F1 JJR+I) ,NE, 0) GO TO 910
















C,,,,,IF THERE DISCONTINUITIES, TRANSFER TO 200,
C




IF(OUT ,LT, 2) RETURN







75 WRITE (W,5) ETA(J2), F(Ji)
RETURN
200 NLEFT a ND
C
C,,,,,PRIOR TO CORRECTING FOR DISCONTINUITIES IN SLOPE AND VALUE THE
C,,,,.EXTRANEOUS POINTS ARE ELIMINATED FROM CONSIDERATION, A TRANSFER
C,,,.BACK TO 60 WILL OCCUR IF THERE ARE NO REAL DISCONTINUITIES,
C
C















C,,,,ooREPEATED. VALUES iRE ELIMINATED NEXT
C




250 CALL CRUNCH (YeLLMAX)
IF(L,GT.LMAX) GO TO 260
LMINvL
GO TO 23o
260 NLEFT a LMAX+I
300 CONTINUE
C
C.,,..TOO SMALL Y.VALUES ARE ELIMINATED NEXT
YDUMm EPS-e,
00 310 Lat,NLEFT




IF(NLEFT,EQ,0) GO TO 60
330 IF(Y(NLEFT),GT,*YDUM) GO TO 60
400 IF(NLEFT, EQ, 1) Go TO 500
L MAX N LF _ a I
YDUM*wYDUM
C
C.,,,,TOO LARGE Y.VALUES ARE ELIMINATED NEXT
-a
' 410 IF(Y(1),LE,YUM) GO TO 440
CALL CRUNCH(Y,1tLMAX)
GO TO 410
440 NLEFT a LMAXi
500 LMINu1
C




DO 510 LmLMIN, NLFFT
IF(ABS(ycL)-ES).LT, EPS) GO TO 520
51s CONTINUE
0O TO 530






C.,,,AT THIS POINT ALL THE EXTRANEOUS DISCONTINUITIES HAVE BEEN
C,,,,,ELIMINATED AND THERE ARE STILL SOME REMAINING, THE REMAINING DIS.
C.,,,,CONTINUITIES ARE STORED IN (Y),
C
540 KOUNT * 0
CONT a 1 FALSE,
VALUsVALU
IP(JJ,LT, U) GO TO 800
C,,,,,AT THIS POINT THE PROGRAM WILL MAKE THE NECESSARY CORRECTIONS
C..,,,IT WILL NOT BE ABLE TO 00 THIS RIGHT UNDER CERTAIN CONDITIONS,
C,,,,,IF THERE ARE DISCONTINUITIES IN THE FIRST OR LAST TWO INTERVALS,
C,,,,,OR MORE THAN ONE DISCONTINUITY IN AN INTERVAL, OR DISCONTINUITIES












00 600 La LMIN,NLEFT
IF(Y(L) ,GT,FT:1)) GO TO 600













D3 a 1, . ?2
CORR a COkR + D2**2*(FUN(2)-FUN(1)) + n3**2*(FUN(3)*FUN(4))












C 9,,,THIS IS THE END OF THE COMPUTATION, THE REMAINDER OF THE PROGRAM
C,,,,,S1 OUTPUT,
C
800 IF (OUT ,LT, 0) RpTURN
IF(KOUNT,NE,NLEFT)GO TO 810
IF(CONT) GO TO 810
IF(JJLT,4) GO TO 810





IF (KOUNT,FQNLEFT) GO TO 830
KOUNT a NLFFT . KOUNT
wRITF(w,7) KOUNT
830 IF (,NOT,CONT) GO TO 84o
WRITF(WlP)





WRITF(w 3) (Y(N) ,N:tNLEFT)
GO TO 70
910 WRITE (W 1, ) JJ, JJR JJMAX
STOP
I FORMkT.(.SMOVALUE OF THE INTEGRAL IS ,FIlst 7 ,I OX,
140H THE NUMBER OrI INTEGRATION POINTS USED x ,TS)
P FORMAT(S4HONONE OF THE XVALUES WERE CONSIDERED DISCONTINUITIES /w
11H THE X VECTOR IS )
3 FORMAT ( 6F20,6 )
A FORMAT :IO0O ETA p loX, IHF
S FORMAT ( F12,6p, F13,6)
6 FORMAT r
IIlHOTHE UNCORRECTED VALUE OF THE INTEGRAL a ,15,s7/
24IH THE CORRECTED VALUE OF THE INTEGRAL yF15,7/
34IH THE NUMBER Op INTEGRATION POINTS WAS ,7 )
7 FORMAT(250H---WARNINGI.THERE WERE , IS,
152w DISCONTINUITIES WHICH COULD NOT mE CORRECTED FOR,
r 8 FORMAT ( 80HO. -WARNING,.,THERE WERE DISrONTINUITIES IN CONTIGUOUS.
o 1I INTEGRATION INTERVALS
9 FORMAT (100HO*,*WARNING-.,NO DISCONTINUITIES ARE CORRECTED FOR WHE.
IN THERE ARE LESS THAN a INTEGRATION POINTS )
10 FORMAT (26HOORIGINAL DISCONTINUITIES )
1i FORMAT (25HoREDUCED DISCONTINUITIES )
12 FORMAT(53HOJJp JJR, AND JJMAX ARE NOT PROPERLY RELATED. /,19H0 JJ a , 77/
q19H JJR a , ,17/19H JJMA N 17/0
134HOEXECUTION TERMINATED IN INTGRT
END
SURROUTINE CRUNCHk (Y, Lo LMAX)
DIMENSION Yet)
DO 10 s L LMAj(
to10 Y(K) Y (K.1)






I FoR. AT(///i ** *****1 /f VAL OfIPEI S,7)
END
